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I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) technique has been at the center of some of the
very exciting developments in the area of signal processing and communications, and it has shown
great significance and relevance on a variety of applications. Roughly speaking, SDR is a powerful,
computationally efficient approximation technique for a host of very difficult optimization problems. In
particular, it can be applied to many nonconvex quadratically constrained quadratic programs (QCQPs)
in an almost mechanical fashion. These include the following problems:
min

x∈Rn

xT Cx

s.t. xT Fi x ≥ gi ,

i = 1, . . . , p

xT Hi x = li ,

(1)

i = 1, . . . , q

where the given matrices C1 , F1 , . . . , Fp , H1 , . . . , Hq are assumed to be general real symmetric matrices,
possibly indefinite. The class of nonconvex QCQPs (1) captures many problems that are of interest to the
signal processing and communications community. For instance, consider the Boolean quadratic program
(BQP)
min

x∈Rn

xT Cx

s.t. x2i = 1,

(2)
i = 1, . . . , n

which is long-known to be a difficult problem falling in the nonconvex QCQP class. The BQP is NPhard, and yet it represents a key problem to solve in the topic of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
detection in digital communications. Another important problem in the nonconvex QCQP class (1) that
arises in the communications context is
min

x∈Rn

xT Cx

s.t. xT Fi x ≥ 1,

(3)
i = 1, . . . , m

where C, F1 , . . . , Fm are all positive semidefinite. In the topic of downlink transmit beamforming,
Problem (3) represents the multicast beamforming problem. An illustration of an instance of Problem (3)
is provided in Fig. 1. As seen from the figure, the feasible set of (3) is the intersection of the exteriors of
multiple ellipsoids, which makes the problem difficult (the problem would have been easy if the feasible
set is an intersection of the interiors of ellipsoids).
As a matter of fact, SDR has been studied and applied in the optimization community long before it
made its impact on signal processing and communications. The idea of SDR can already be found in an
early paper of Lovász in 1979 [1], but it was arguably the seminal work by Goemans and Williamson
in 1995 [2] that sparked the significant attention on and rapid development of SDR techniques. In that
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A nonconvex QCQP in R2 . Colored lines: contour of the objective function; gray area: the feasible set; black lines:

boundary of each constraint.

work, it was shown that SDR can be used to provide an approximation accuracy of no worse than 0.8756
for the the maximum cut problem (the BQP with some conditions on C ). In other words, even though
the maximum cut problem is NP-hard, one could efficiently obtain a solution whose objective value is
at least 0.8756 times the optimal value using SDR. Since then, we have seen a number of dedicated
theoretical analyses that establish the SDR approximation accuracy under different problem settings [2]–
[10], and that has greatly improved our understanding of the capabilities of SDR. Today, we are even
able to pin down a number of conditions under which SDR provides an exact optimal solution to the
original problem [6], [11]–[16].
In the field of signal processing and communications, the introduction of SDR since the early 2000’s has
reshaped the way we see many topics today. Many practical experiences have already indicated that SDR
is capable of providing accurate (and sometimes near-optimal) approximations. For instance, in MIMO
detection, SDR is now known as an efficient high-performance approach [17]–[23] (see also [24]–[27] for
blind MIMO detection). The promising empirical approximation performance of SDR has motivated new
endeavors, leading to the creation of new research trends in some cases. One such example is the downlink
beamforming topic, which has attracted much interest presently [15], [28]–[31]. Downlink beamforming
depends much on how effective one can handle QCQPs (often nonconvex), and its technical progress
could have been slower if SDR were not known to the signal processing community. A full coverage of
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downlink beamforming will be provided in another article of this special issue [32]. Another example
worth mentioning is sensor network localization, a practically important, but technically challenging
problem. SDR has proven to be an effective solution to sensor network localization, both in theory and
practice [33]–[35]. In addition to the three major applications mentioned above, there are many other
different applications of SDR, such as waveform design in radar [36], [37], phase unwrapping [38], robust
blind beamforming [39], large-margin parameter estimation in speech recognition [40]–[42], and transmit
B1 shim in MRI [43]. It is anticipated that SDR would find more signal processing applications in the

near future.
This paper aims to give an overview of SDR, with an emphasis on showing the underlying intuitions
and aspects of applying this powerful tool. In fact, we will see soon that the implementation of SDR
can be very easy, and that allows signal processing practitioners to quickly test the viability of SDR in
their applications. Several highly successful applications will be showcased as examples. We will also
endeavor to touch on some advanced, key theoretical results by highlighting their practical impacts and
implications.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basic ideas of SDR and its operations.
Section III showcases an SDR application, namely, MIMO detection. In Section IV we shed light into
the randomization concept, which plays an indispensable role to both theoretical and practical advances
of SDR. Section V considers extensions of SDR to more general cases. This is immediately followed
by Section VI, where another application example, B1-shimming in MRI, is demonstrated. Section VII
presents a theoretical subject, namely SDR rank reduction, that gives important implications to the SDR
approximation tightness. Section VIII describes the application of SDR in sensor network localization.
We make conclusion and discuss further issues in Section IX.
II. T HE C ONCEPT

OF

S EMIDEFINITE R ELAXATION

To make the notation more concise, let us write our problem of interest—namely, the real-valued
homogeneous QCQP in (1)—as follows:
min

x∈Rn

s.t.

xT Cx

(4)
xT Ai x

Di bi ,

i = 1, . . . , m

Here, ‘Di ’ can represent either ‘≥’, ‘=’, or ‘≤’ for each i; and C, A1 , . . . , Am ∈ Sn , where Sn denotes
the set of all real symmetric n × n matrices; and b1 , . . . , bm ∈ R. A crucial first step in deriving an SDR
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of Problem (4) is to observe that:
xT Cx = Tr(xT Cx) = Tr(CxxT )
xT Ai x = Tr(xT Ai x) = Tr(Ai xxT )

In particular, both the objective function and constraints in (4) are linear in the matrix xxT . Thus, by
introducing a new variable X = xxT and noting that X = xxT is equivalent to X being a rank one
symmetric positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix, we obtain the following equivalent formulation of Problem
(4):
min

X∈Sn

Tr(CX)

s.t. Tr(Ai X) Di bi ,
X  0,

(5)

i = 1, . . . , m

rank(X) = 1

Here, we use X  0 to indicate that X is PSD.
At this point, it may seem that we have not achieved much, as Problem (5) is just as difficult to solve
as Problem (4). However, the formulation in (5) allows us to identify the fundamental difficulty of solving
Problem (4). Indeed, the only difficult constraint in (5) is the rank constraint rank(X) = 1, which is
nonconvex (the objective function and all other constraints are convex in X ). Thus, we may as well drop
it to obtain the following relaxed version of Problem (4):
min

X∈Sn

Tr(CX)

s.t. Tr(Ai X) Di bi ,

(6)

i = 1, . . . , m

X 0

Problem (6) is known as an SDR of Problem (4), where the name stems from the fact that (6) is an
instance of semidefinite programming (SDP). The upshot of the formulation in (6) is that it can be
solved to any arbitrary accuracy in a numerically reliable and efficient fashion. In fact, SDRs can now
be handled very conveniently and effectively by readily available (and free) algorithms. Let us give an
example: Suppose that ‘Di ’ equal ‘≥’ for i = 1, . . . , p, and ‘Di ’ equal ‘=’ for i = p + 1, . . . , m. Using
the convex optimization toolbox CVX [44], we can solve (6) in MATLAB with the following codes:
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Box 1 . A CVX code for SDR
cvx_begin
variable X(n,n) symmetric
minimize(trace(C*X));
subject to
for i=1:p
trace(A(:,:,i)*X) >= b(i);
end
for i=p+1:m
trace(A(:,:,i)*X) == b(i);
end
X == semidefinite(n);
cvx_end

While advances in convex optimization and softwares have enabled us to solve SDPs easily and
transparently, one might question how effective the process is (how fast or slow it would be?). In
the backstage most convex optimization toolboxes handle SDPs using an interior-point algorithm, a
sophisticated topic in its own right (see, e.g., [45]). Simply speaking, the SDR problem (6) can be solved
with a worst case complexity
O(max{m, n}4 n1/2 log(1/ǫ))

given a solution accuracy ǫ > 0 1 . The complexity above does not assume sparsity or any special structures
in the data matrices C, A1 , . . . , Am . Some algorithms, such as SeDuMi [48] (employed as one of the
core solvers in CVX), can utilize data matrix sparsity to speed up the whole process. For certain specially
structured SDR problems, one can even exploit the problem structures to custom-build fast interior-point
algorithms. For example, for BQP, a custom-built interior-point algorithm [46] can solve SDR with a
complexity of O(n3.5 log(1/ǫ)) [instead of O(n4.5 log(1/ǫ))]. In summary, we can say that

SDR is a computationally efficient approximation approach to QCQP, in the sense that its complexity
is polynomial-time in the problem size n and the number of constraints m.
Of course, there is no free lunch in turning the NP-hard Problem (4) (which is equivalent to Problem
(5)) into the polynomial-time solvable Problem (6). Indeed, a fundamental issue that one must address
1

Our reported complexity order was obtained by counting the arithmetic operations of a specific interior-point method, namely

the primal-dual path-following method in [46]. Also, see [47] for a more detailed description on the operation count.
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when using SDR is how to convert a globally optimal solution X ⋆ to Problem (6) into a feasible solution
x̃ to Problem (4). Now, if X ⋆ is of rank one, then there is nothing to do, for we can write X ⋆ = x⋆ x⋆ T ,

and x⋆ will be a feasible—and in fact optimal—solution to Problem (4). On the other hand, if the rank
of X ⋆ is larger than 1, then we must somehow extract from it, in an efficient manner, a vector x̃ that
is feasible for Problem (4). There are many ways to do this, and they generally follow some intuitively
reasonable heuristics (true even in engineering sense). However, we must emphasize that even though
the resulting solution is feasible for Problem (4), it is in general not an optimal solution (for otherwise
we would have solved an NP-hard problem in polynomial time).
As an illustration, consider the intuitively appealing idea of applying a rank-one approximation on X ⋆ .
Specifically, let r = rank(X ⋆ ), and let
X⋆ =

r
X

λi qi qiT

i=1

denote the eigen-decomposition of

X ⋆,

where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λr > 0 are the eigenvalues and

q1 , . . . qr ∈ Rn the respective eigenvectors. Since the best rank-one approximation X1⋆ to X ⋆ (in the
√
least 2-norm sense) is given by X1⋆ = λ1 q1 q1T , we may define x̃ = λ1 q1 as our candidate solution to

Problem (4), provided that it is feasible. Otherwise, we can try to map x̃ to a “nearby” feasible solution x̂
of Problem (4). In general, such a mapping is problem dependent, but can be quite simple. For example,
for the BQP (2) where x2i = 1 for all i, we can obtain a feasible solution from x̃ via x̂ = sgn(x̃), where
sgn(·) is the element-wise signum function.

Our basic description of SDR is now complete. Before we proceed, some remarks are in order.
1) Now that we have seen one method of extracting a feasible solution x̂ to Problem (4) from a
solution X ⋆ to the SDP (6), it is natural to ask what is the quality of the extracted solution x̂.
It turns out that there are several measures available to address this issue. Although we will not
discuss them at this point, it should be emphasized that regardless of which measure we use, the
quality will certainly depend on the method we use to extract the solution x̂.
2) Apart from the rank relaxation interpretation for SDR described above, there is another interpretation
of SDR that is based on Lagrangian duality. Specifically, the SDR (6) can be proven to be a
Lagrangian bidual of the original problem (4). We refer the reader to, e.g., [49] for details.
III. A PPLICATION : MIMO D ETECTION
Let us show an example of SDR application, before proceeding to further advanced concepts and
applications.
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The problem we consider is MIMO detection, a frequently encountered problem in digital communications. To put it into context, consider a generic N -input M -output model
yC = HC sC + vC .

(7)

Here, yC ∈ CM is the received vector, HC ∈ CM ×N is the MIMO channel, sC ∈ CN is the transmitted

symbol vector, and vC ∈ CM is an additive white Gaussian noise vector. Eq. (7) is popularly used to
model point-to-point multiple-antenna systems such as the spatial multiplexing (or V-BLAST) depicted in
Fig. 2. In fact, it is known (see, e.g., [50], [51]) that the same model as in (7) can be used to formulate the
detection problem in many other communication scenarios, such as multiuser systems, space-time coding
systems, space-frequency coding systems, and combinations such as multiuser multi-antenna systems.
The wide applicability of the MIMO model (7) makes its respective detection problem attractive and
important to tackle.

......

Spatial
Multiplexer

......

Symbols
sC

Detected
Symbols
MIMO
Detector

MIMO channel
HC

Fig. 2.

The spatial multiplexing system.

In this application example we assume that the transmitted symbols follow a quaternary phase-shiftkeying (QPSK) constellation; i.e., sC,i ∈ {±1 ± j} for all i. We are interested in the maximum-likelihood
(ML) MIMO detection, which is optimal in yielding the minimum error probability of detecting sC . The
ML problem is shown to be a discrete least squares
min

sC ∈{±1±j}N

kyC − HC sC k2

(8)

which is NP-hard [52]. Recent advances in MIMO detection have provided a practically efficient way of
finding the globally optimal ML solution; viz., the sphere decoding methods [50], [51]. Sphere decoding
has been found to be computationally fast for small to moderate problem sizes; e.g., N ≤ 20. However, it
has been proven that the complexity of sphere decoding is exponential in N even in an average sense [53].
On the other hand, SDR can be used to approximate ML MIMO detection in polynomial-time in N ;
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specifically, in O(N 3.5 ). The trick is to turn (8) into a real-valued homogeneous QCQP. By letting






ℜ{sC }
ℜ{HC } −ℑ{HC }
ℜ{yC }
, s = 
, H = 
,
y=
ℑ{yC }
ℑ{sC }
ℑ{HC } ℜ{HC }
we can rewrite Problem (8) as the following real-valued problem:
min

s∈{±1}2N

ky − Hsk2

(9)

Problem (9) is not homogeneous in s, but we can homogenize it. Consider the following reformulation:
min

s∈R2N ,t∈R

kty − Hsk2

s.t. t2 = 1,

s2i = 1,

(10)
i = 1, . . . , 2N

Problem (10) is equivalent to (9) in the following sense: if (x⋆ , t⋆ ) is an optimal solution to (10), then
x⋆ is optimal to (9) when t⋆ = 1; and −x⋆ when t⋆ = −1. With the introduction of the extra variable
t, Problem (10) can be expressed as a homogeneous QCQP

 
h
i H T H −H T y
sT
T t 
 
min
s
s∈R2N ,t∈R
t
−y T H kyk2
s.t. t2 = 1,

s2i = 1,

(11)

i = 1, . . . , 2N

Subsequently, SDR can be applied.
We show some simulation results to illustrate how well SDR performs in practice. The simulation
follows a standard MIMO setting (see, e.g., [50]), with problem size (M, N ) = (40, 40). Note that
for such a problem size, sphere decoding is computationally too slow to run in practice. We tested
other benchmarked MIMO detectors, such as the linear and decision-feedback detectors, and the latticereduction-aided detectors. The results are plotted in Fig. 3. We can see that SDR provides near-optimal
bit error probability, and gives notably better performance than other MIMO detectors under test.
In Fig. 3 two performance curves are provided for SDR. The one labeled ‘SDR with rank-1 approx.’
is the eigenvector approximation method described in the last section. While this method is already
competitive in performance, the alternative ‘SDR with randomization’ is even more promising. The
notion of randomization will be discussed in Section IV.
We evaluated the computational complexities of the various MIMO detectors. The result is plotted in
Fig. 4. Particularly interesting is the comparison between SDR and optimal sphere decoding. We see that
SDR maintains a polynomial-time complexity with respect to N . For sphere decoding, the complexity is
attractive for small to moderate N , say N ≤ 16, but it increases very significantly (exponential) otherwise.
We conclude this section by pointing out the current advances of this SDR application. In essence, the
promising performance of SDR MIMO detection in QPSK and binary PSK (BPSK) has stimulated much
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Complexity comparison of various MIMO detectors. SNR= 12dB.

interest. That has resulted in endeavors to extend SDR MIMO detection to other constellations, such as
M -ary PSK [20] and M -ary QAM [22], [23], [54]–[57]. The treatments for coded MIMO systems [19],

[58] and fast practical implementations [21], [47], [59] have also been considered. For performance
analysis, it is revealed that SDR can achieve the full receive diversity for BPSK [60]. Furthermore, the
SDR approximation accuracies relative to the true ML are studied in [61]–[63].
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IV. R ANDOMIZATION

AND

P ROVABLE A PPROXIMATION ACCURACIES

Besides the eigenvector approximation method mentioned in Section II, randomization is another
way to extract an approximate QCQP solution from an SDR solution X ⋆ . The intuitive ideas behind
randomization are not difficult to see, yet the theoretical implications that follow are far from trivial—
many theoretical approximation accuracy results for SDRs are proven using randomization. To illustrate
the main ideas, let us consider again the real-valued homogeneous QCQP
min

x∈Rn

xT Cx

(12)

s.t. xT Ai x Di bi ,

i = 1, . . . , m

Now, let X ∈ Rn×n be an arbitrary symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. Consider a random vector
ξ ∈ Rn drawn according to the Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance X ; or ξ ∼ N (0, X)

for short. The intuition of randomization lies in considering the following stochastic QCQP:
min

X∈Sn , X0

Eξ∼N (0,X) {ξ T Cξ}

(13)

s.t. Eξ∼N (0,X) {ξ T Ai ξ} Di bi ,

i = 1, . . . , m

where we manipulate the covariance matrix of ξ so that the expected value of the quadratic objective
is minimized and the quadratic constraints are satisfied in expectation. Interestingly, through the simple
relation X = Eξ∼N (0,X) {ξξ T }, one can see that the stochastic QCQP in (13) is equivalent to the SDR
min

X∈Sn , X0

Tr(CX)

s.t. Tr(Ai X) Di bi ,

(14)
i = 1, . . . , m

Thus, the stochastic QCQP interpretation of SDR in (13) provides us with an alternative way to generate
approximate solutions to the QCQP (12). Indeed, after obtaining an optimal solution X ⋆ to the SDP
(14), we can generate a random vector ξ ∼ N (0, X ⋆ ) and use it to construct an approximate solution
to the QCQP (12). Note that the specific design of the randomization procedure is problem-dependent.
As an illustration, let us consider two representative examples.

Example: Randomization in BQP or MIMO detection
For the BQP in (2) or the MIMO detection problem in (11), a typical randomization procedure is as
follows.
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Box 2 . Gaussian Randomization Procedure for BQP
given an SDR solution X ⋆ , and a number of randomizations L.
for ℓ = 1, . . . , L
generate ξℓ ∼ N (0, X ⋆ ), and construct a QCQP-feasible point
x̃ℓ = sgn(ξℓ ).

(15)

end
determine ℓ⋆ = arg minℓ=1,...,L x̃Tℓ C x̃ℓ .
output x̂ = x̃ℓ⋆ as the approximate QCQP solution.

In Box 2, the problem dependent part lies in (15) where we use rounding to generate feasible QCQP
points from the random samples ξℓ . Moreover, we repeat the random sampling for L times and choose
the one that yields the best objective.
In the MIMO detection example in Section III, we have seen that the Gaussian randomization procedure
provides quasi-optimal bit-error-rate performance; see Fig. 3. Here we give an additional result, plotted
in Fig. 5, that shows how the performance improves with the number of randomizations L. We see a
significant performance gain from L = 1 to L = 50. The gain becomes smaller for L > 50, approaching
a limit. This shows that randomization provides an effective approximation for SDR, for sufficient (but
not excessive) number of randomizations.
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Bit Error Probability

10
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10
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L= 20
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Fig. 5.

Performance of various numbers of randomizations in MIMO detection, under the same simulation settings as that in

Fig. 3.
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Example: Randomization in Problem (3)
This example aims to geometrically illustrate how randomization behaves. Consider Problem (3),
restated here as
min

x∈Rn

s.t.

xT Cx

(16)
xT Ai x

≥ 1,

i = 1, . . . , m

where C, A1 , . . . , Am  0. Recall that (16) is relevant to the multicast downlink beamforming problem.
We set up a numerical example where n = 2, m = 6, and then we generate many random points
ξ ∼ N (0, X ⋆ ) to see how they distribute in space. An instance of this is shown in Fig. 6. From the

distribution of ξ (marked as black ‘·’), one can see that the covariance matrix X ⋆ is not of rank one,
but the density is higher over the direction of the globally optimal QCQP solutions

2

(marked as green

‘∗’). Also, note that the random samples ξ are not always feasible for (16), but we can apply a rescaling
x(ξ) = p

ξ
mini=1,...,m ξ T Ai ξ

(17)

to turn them into feasible solutions. We apply the same rescaling to feasible ξ , too. The rescaled samples
x(ξ) are shown as red ‘o’ in Fig. 6(a). Remarkably, one can see that there is a significant amount of
x(ξ) that lie close to the optimal QCQP solutions.

A practical randomization procedure for Problem (16) is essentially identical to that presented in Box 2,
except that (15) is replaced by (17). Such a procedure has been empirically found to provide promising
approximations for the multicast downlink beamforming application and its variations, like the MIMO
detection application. Readers are referred to [29], [64] for the results.

Although we have been using intuitions and illustrations to introduce the randomization approach, the
approach is far from being just a heuristic and can in fact yield significant insights into the performance of
SDR. Indeed, it was the idea of randomization that opened the gateway to a host of theoretically provable
worst-case approximation bounds for SDR. These results have profound implications in applications. For
instance, it allows one to get some idea on how well SDR could do if it is be applied to a new signal
processing problem. To give some flavor of these approximation accuracy results, let us first consider
2

In this example, the globally optimal QCQP solutions were obtained by a fine grid search on R2 . Such a highly exhaustive

search would be prohibitive computationally for general Rn .
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Illustration of randomizations in R2 , for Problem (16). The gray area is the feasible set and colored lines the contour

of the objective.

Problem (16). Let v(x) = xT Cx denote the objective function, and
vQP = minn xT Cx
x∈R

s.t. xT Ai x ≥ 1,

i = 1, . . . , m

denote the optimal objective. In [9] (see also [65]), it is shown that with high probability, the objective
value v(x̂) of a randomized solution x̂ will satisfy
vQP ≤ v(x̂) ≤ γvQP

(18)

where γ = 27m2 /π is the so-called approximation ratio. Notice that this ratio accommodates the worst
possible problem instance {C, A1 , . . . , Am }, and that the practical approximation accuracies can be
much better. Fig. 7 gives a numerical evidence where we show a realization of the actual approximation
ratio, v(x̂)/vQP , for the problem instance in Fig. 6. As seen, near optimality is attained for L ≥ 15. In
the same vein, such approximation analysis enables us to know how far the optimal SDR objective value,
denoted by vSDR = Tr(CX ⋆ ), is from the optimal QCQP value. Indeed, for Problem (16) and its SDR,
we can have
vSDR ≤ vQP ≤ γvSDR ,

(19)

where γ = 27m2 /π is as above.
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A realization of the actual approximation accuracy of SDR for the problem instance in Fig. 6.

Now, let us turn to the following class of Boolean quadratic maximization problems (BQP):
vQP = maxn xT Cx
x∈R

s.t. x2i = 1,

(20)
i = 1, . . . , n

with C  0. In the seminal work of Goemans and Williamson [2], it is shown that when Cij ≤ 0 for
all i 6= j , one has
γvSDR ≤ vQP ≤ vSDR ,

(21)

where γ = 0.87856. In addition, if we adopt the randomization procedure in Box 2, then the expected
objective value of the randomized solution x̂ will satisfy
γvQP ≤ E{v(x̂)} ≤ vQP

(22)

with the same constant γ . Although the bounds in (22) apply only to the expected objective value, in
practice the randomized solution x̂ can often achieve a performance that is well within those bounds.
The analysis of approximation accuracy bounds is a sophisticated subject. Although it is beyond the
scope of this paper to elaborate upon the mathematics behind those analyses, we give a summary of
some of the major approximation accuracy results in Tables I and II. We refer the interested readers to,
e.g., [64], for more technical insights of these results from a signal processing viewpoint.
V. E XTENSION

TO

M ORE G ENERAL C ASES

For ease of exposition of the SDR idea, in the last sections we have concentrated only on the realvalued homogeneous QCQPs. Here we illustrate the wide applicability of SDR by showing how the same
SDR idea can be used in a number of related problem classes.
A. Inhomogeneous Problems: Consider an inhomogeneous QCQP
min

x∈Rn

xT Cx + 2cT x

s.t. xT Ai x + 2aTi x Di bi ,
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TABLE I
K NOWN APPROXIMATION ACCURACIES OF SDR FOR QUADRATIC MINIMIZATIONS PROBLEMS .

approx. accuracy γ; see (18)-(19) for def.

problem
min

x∈Cn

s.t.

xH Cx

γ = 8m.

H

x Ai x ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , m

If the problem is reduced to the real-valued case,
then
27m2
γ=
.
π
For σ 2 ≥ 60n (which corresponds to the low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region), with probability
at least 1 − 3 exp(−n/6),

where A1 , . . . , Am  0.
MIMO Detection
min

x∈Rn

s.t.

ky − H xk22
x2i = 1, i = 1, . . . , n

where y = H s + v; H ∈ Cn×n has
i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian entries;
s2i = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n; and v ∈ Cn has
i.i.d. complex mean zero Gaussian entries
with variance σ 2 .

γ≤

11
.
2

For σ 2 = O(1) (which corresponds to the
high SNR region), with probability at least 1 −
exp(−O(n)),
γ = 1,

references
Luo-Sidiropoulos-TsengZhang [9]; see also So-YeZhang [65].
Relevant applications: [29]

Kisialiou-Luo [61], So [63].
Extensions: So [62], [63].
Related: Jaldén-Ottersten [60].
Relevant applications: [17]–
[20], [22], [23]

i.e. the SDR is tight.

for some appropriate C, c, Ai , ai , bi . We have already seen in the MIMO detection application in
Section III how an inhomogeneous least squares problem can be homogenized. Following the same
spirit, we can homogenize Problem (23) as

h
i C
min
xT t 
x∈Rn ,t∈R
cT

c
0




xT
t




s.t. t2 = 1
h

xT

(24)






i Ai ai
xT



 Di bi ,
t
aTi 0
t

i = 1, . . . , m

where both the problem size and the number of constraints increase by one. Hence, SDR can be applied
to inhomogeneous QCQPs by operating on their homogenized forms.
Note that there is an interesting alternative interpretation of SDR in the inhomogeneous case; see [49],
[67].
B. Complex-Valued Problems: Consider a general complex-valued homogeneous QCQP
min

x∈Cn

xH Cx

s.t. xH Ai x Di bi ,
September 8, 2009
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TABLE II
K NOWN APPROXIMATION ACCURACIES OF SDR FOR QUADRATIC MAXIMIZATION PROBLEMS .
approx. accuracy γ; see (21)-(22) for def.

problem

references

Boolean QP
xT Cx

max

x∈Rn

x2i

s.t.


 0.87856,
γ=
2/π ≃ 0.63661,

1 (opt.),

= 1, i = 1, . . . , n

Q  0, Qij ≤ 0 ∀i 6= j Goemans-Williamson [2],
Nesterov [3], Zhang [6].
Q0
Relevant applications: [24]–[26]
Qij ≥ 0, ∀i 6= j

Complex k-ary QP
max

x∈Cn

s.t.

xH Cx
xi ∈ {1, ω, . . . , ω
i = 1, . . . , n

For C  0,
k−1

},

γ=

(k sin(π/k))2
.
4π

where ω = ej2π/k , and k > 1 is an
integer.

e.g., γ = 0.7458 for k = 8, γ = 0.7754 for k =
16.

Complex constant-modulus QP

For C  0,

max

x∈Cn

s.t.

max

x∈Cn

s.t.

xH Cx

γ = π/4 = 0.7854.

2

|xi | = 1, i = 1, . . . , n

Remark: coincide with complex k-ary QP as
k → ∞.

xH Cx
(|x1 |2 , . . . , |xn |2 ) ∈ F

If the problem is reduced to the real-valued case,
then the approx. ratio results are the same as that
in Boolean QP.

where F ⊂ R is a closed convex set.

x∈R

s.t.

Zhang-Huang [7],
So-Zhang-Ye [8].

The same approx. ratio as in complex constantmodulus QP; i.e., γ = π/4 for C  0.

n

maxn

Zhang-Huang [7],
So-Zhang-Ye [8].
Relevant applications: [27], [37]

For any C ∈ Sn ,

xT Cx

1
γ=
2 ln(2mµ)

T

x Ai x ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , m

where A1 , . . . , Am  0.

where µ = min{m, maxi rank(Ai )}.

Ye [4], Zhang [6].

Nemirovski-Roos-Terlaky [5].
Extensions: Ye [66], LuoSidiropoulos-Tseng-Zhang [9]
and So-Ye-Zhang [65].

where C, A1 , . . . , Am ∈ Hn , with Hn being the set of all complex n × n Hermitian matrices. Using the
same SDR idea as in the real case, the SDR for (25) is
min

X∈Hn

Tr(CX)

s.t. Tr(Ai X) Di bi ,

i = 1, . . . , m

(26)

X0

where the only difference is that the problem domain becomes Hn now. (In our CVX code insert in Box 1,
all you need to do is to change ‘symmetric’ to ‘hermitian’!)
While the SDRs in the real and complex cases are developed using essentially the same technique, it
should be noted that the two can be quite different in their approximation accuracies; see, for example,
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Tables I and II and the literature [64].
The current applications of complex-valued SDR lie in various kinds of beamforming problems [15],
[29], [31], [39], [43], [68]. Complex-valued SDR can also be used to handle a discrete k-ary quadratic
program:
min

x∈Cn

xH Cx

(27)

s.t. xi ∈ {1, ej2π/k , . . . , ej2π(k−1)/k }, i = 1, . . . , n

for a given integer k > 1. Applications relevant to the k-ary quadratic program include M -ary PSK
MIMO detection [20], and code waveform designs in radar [37]. Problem (27) can be approximated by
an SDR
min

X∈Hn

Tr(CX)

(28)

s.t. X  0, Xii = 1, i = 1, . . . , n

While the SDR in (28) does not utilize the constellation size k in the relaxation, it has been found
practically [20], [37] and theoretically [7], [8] that SDR can yield satisfactory approximations.
C. Separable QCQPs:

Consider a QCQP of the form
Pk
H
min n
i=1 xi Ci xi
x1 ,...,xk ∈C
Pk
H
s.t.
l=1 xl Ai,l xl Di bi ,

(29)
i = 1, . . . , m

Problem (29) is called a separable QCQP. A relevant application for separable QCQPs is the unicast
transmit downlink beamforming problem [28]; see [32] in this special issue for the problem description.
Let Xi = xi xTi for i = 1, . . . , k. By applying to each Xi rank relaxation, we obtain an SDR of (29)
as follows:
min

X1 ,...,Xk ∈Hn

s.t.

Pk

i=1 Tr(Ci Xi )

Pk

l=1 Tr(Ai,l Xl )

Di bi ,

i = 1, . . . , m

(30)

X1  0, . . . , Xk  0

VI. A PPLICATION : T RANSMIT B1 S HIM

IN

MRI

At this point readers may have the following concern: Since SDR is an approximation method, as an
alternative we may also choose to approximate a nonconvex QCQP by an available nonlinear programming
method (NPM) (e.g., sequential quadratic programming, available in MATLAB Optimization Toolbox).
Hence, one may wonder how we should compare SDR and NPMs. The interesting argument is that they
complement each other, instead of competing. The quality of NPMs depends on the starting point given,
and the missing piece is generally in securing a reliable (or a ‘good enough’) starting point. One can
consider a two-stage approach where SDR is used as a starting point for an NLM. To SDR, nonlinear
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programming provides local refinement of the solution; while to NLMs SDR can serve as a good starting
point. This two-stage approach has been practically proven to be not only viable but also promising in
performance [33], [43].
In this example we demonstrate the effectiveness of the two-stage approach. The application involved
is transmit B1 shimming in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [43]. An illustration is shown in Fig. 8
to assist us in explaining the problem. A magnetic field, specifically B1 field is generated by an array
of transmit RF coils. The ideal situation would be that the B1 field is spatially uniform across the load
(like, a human head). Unfortunately, this is usually not the case. The complex interactions between the
magnetic field and the loaded tissues often result in strong inhomogeneity (or spatial non-uniformity)
across the load. The goal of transmit B1 shimming is to design the transmit amplitudes and phases of
the RF coils such that the resultant B1 map (or the MR image) is as uniform as possible.

Fig. 8.

An MRI illustration.

The transmit B1 shimming problem is mathematically formulated as follows. Let x ∈ Cn be the
transmit vector of the RF coil array, where n is the number of RF coils and xi is a complex variable
characterizing the transmit amplitude and phase of the ith RF coil. Denote by ai ∈ Cn , i = 1, . . . , m, the
field response from the array to the ith pixel; that is to say, the ith pixel receives a B1 field of magnitude
|aTi x|. Our problem is to minimize the worst-case field magnitude difference
min

max

x∈Cn

i=1,...,m

s.t.

xH Gx

|aTi x|2 − b2

(31)

≤ρ

Here, m is the total number of pixels, b > 0 is the desired pixel value (which is uniform over all pixels),
xH Gx represents an average specific absorption rate (SAR) in which G is composed of the complexSeptember 8, 2009
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valued E field coefficients and of the tissue conductivity and mass density, and ρ is a pre-specified SAR
limit.
Let us consider an SDR of Problem (31), which, by following the SDR principles mentioned in the
previous sections, is given by
min

X∈Hn

max

i=1,...,m

Tr(a∗ aTi X) − b2

(32)

s.t. X  0, Tr(GX) ≤ ρ

Note that the SDR problem in (32) can be reformulated as an SDP
min

t∈R, X∈Hn

t

s.t. −t ≤ Tr(a∗ aTi X) − b2 ≤ t, i = 1, . . . , m

(33)

X  0, Tr(GX) ≤ ρ

A randomization procedure reminiscent of Box 2 can be used to generate an approximate solution to the
original problem in (31); see [43] for the algorithm description.
A simulation result for transmit B1 shimming is shown in Fig. 9. We employ a 16-element RF strip
line coil array, operating at 7 Tesla and loaded with a human head model. Fig. 9(a) shows a B1 map
obtained by a simple, non-optimized transmit weight x = [ 1, e2π/16 , . . . , e30π/16 ]T . From that figure
and its respective objective value (provided below the figure), we can see that the resultant B1 map
is not uniform enough. Figs. 9(d) and (e) show the results for SDR randomized solutions, where the
number of randomizations is L = 200. Randomization would mean some variations for different runs or
realizations. Due to space limit, we only display two realizations in Figs. 9(d) and (e). One can observe
that there are some differences with the B1 maps of the two realizations, but their objective values are
quite similar. The randomized SDR solutions also show improvements in uniformity when compared to
the non-optimized transmit weight in Fig. 9(a). Now, let us consider the two-stage optimization we have
mentioned in the beginning. The results are shown in Figs. 9(f) and (g). We can see further improvements
with the resultant B1 maps and objective values. This shows that SDR can provide reliable initializations
to NPMs.
One may also be interested in seeing how an NPM perform without the aid of SDR. To do this
comparison, we randomly generate a starting point for the NPM by an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution. But,
for fairness of comparison to SDR, we generate a number of L i.i.d. Gaussian random points (the same
L as in randomization in SDR) and set the starting point as the one that yields the best objective. Two
B1 map realizations of such a randomly started NPM are shown in Figs. 9(b) and (c). We can see that

the performance shows significant variations from one realization to another (it could be good, it could
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without
optimization

nonlinear prog.
with random
starting point,
realization 1

nonlinear prog.
with random
starting point,
realization 2

(a)

(b)

(c)

SDR with
randomization,
realization 1

SDR with
randomization,
realization 2

(d)

(e)

two-stage opt.:
two-stage opt.:
SDR w/ rand.
SDR w/ rand.
+nonlinear prog., +nonlinear prog.,
realization 2
realization 1

(f)

(g)

5

2.5

0

obj. value=
24.56

Fig. 9.

obj. value=
3.364

obj. value=
6.330

obj. value=
6.049

obj. value=
6.009

obj. value=
3.244

obj. value=
3.310

B1 maps of various optimization methods.

be bad), making the final solution fidelity difficult to say. In [43], some Monte Carlo simulations are
provided to further support our observations here.
VII. R ANK R EDUCTION

IN

SDP

As the reader may have noticed by now, one of the recurring themes in the SDR methodology is the
following. First, one formulates a given hard optimization problem as a rank-constrained SDP. Then, one
removes the rank constraint to obtain an SDP. This is vividly illustrated as we pass from the QCQP (4) to
the equivalent rank-constrained SDP (5), and finally to the SDP relaxation (6). Now, if the algorithm we
use to solve the SDP returns a solution whose rank satisfies the original rank constraint, then that solution
will also be optimal for the original problem. As the applications we consider typically require that the
solution matrix has low rank (e.g., the solution matrix in Problem (5) must have rank one), it is thus
natural to ask whether standard interior-point algorithms for solving SDPs will return a low rank solution
or not. Unfortunately, the answer is no in general. Specifically, it has been shown [69] (see also [70]) that
standard interior-point algorithms for solving SDPs will always return a solution whose rank is maximal
among all optimal solutions. Thus, either the problem at hand possesses some very special structure, or
we have to be somewhat lucky in order to obtain a low rank SDP solution. On the other hand, not all
is lost. It turns out that if an SDP with an n × n matrix variable and m linear constraints is feasible,
√
then there always exists a solution whose rank is bounded above by O( m). Specifically, Shapiro [71],
and later Barvinok [72] and Pataki [73] independently showed that if the SDP (6) is feasible, then there
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exists a solution X ⋆ to (6) such that
rank(X ⋆ )(rank(X ⋆ ) + 1)
≤m
2

√
or equivalently, rank(X ⋆ ) ≤ ⌊( 8m + 1 − 1)/2⌋. Moreover, such a solution can be found efficiently

[73]. The Shapiro-Barvinok-Pataki (SBP) result has many interesting consequences. For instance, when
m ≤ 2, we have rank(X ⋆ ) ≤ 1 whenever (6) is feasible. This implies that the SDP (6) is equivalent to

the rank-constrained SDP (5). In particular, we can obtain an optimal solution to the seemingly difficult
Problem (4) simply by solving an SDP.
As it turns out, a similar SDR rank result holds for the complex-valued homogeneous QCQP (25)
and the separable QCQP (29). Specifically, Huang and Palomar [16] showed that if the SDR (26) of the
complex-valued homogeneous QCQP (25) is feasible, then there exists a solution X ⋆ to (26) such that
rank(X ⋆ )2 ≤ m. On the other hand, consider the SDR of a complex-valued separable QCQP, which is

given in (30). Suppose that it is feasible. Then, as shown in [16], there exists a solution {Xi⋆ }ki=1 to (30)

whose ranks satisfy
k
X
i=1

rank(Xi⋆ )2 ≤ m.

In the case of a real-valued separable QCQP, the rank condition is given by
k
X
rank(X ⋆ )(rank(X ⋆ ) + 1)
i

i=1

i

2

≤ m.

To summarize:

For a real-valued (resp. complex-valued) homogeneous QCQP with 2 (resp. 3) constraints or less, SDR
is not just a relaxation. It is tight, i.e., solving the SDR is equivalent to solving the original QCQP.
For a homogeneous separable QCQP (29), suppose that none of the solution {Xi⋆ }ki=1 to the SDR (30)

satisfies Xi⋆ = 0 for some i. Then, the SDR is tight if m ≤ k + 2 in the complex case; and if m ≤ k + 1
in the real case.
An important application of the above result is in establishing the tightness of certain SDR for unicast
downlink transmit beamforming; see [16], [32], [64] for further discussions.
Before we proceed further, several remarks are in order.
1) The SBP result is concerned with the existence of low rank solutions to an SDP, and we derive
the tightness of various SDRs as corollaries (by specializing the SBP result to the rank one case).
However, there are other, more direct, techniques for proving tightness of SDRs of various QCQPs;
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see, e.g., [12]–[14], [74]. These latter results have also found many applications in signal processing
and communications; see, e.g., [36], [37], [75]–[78].
2) It is known [72] that the rank bound in the SBP result is unimprovable. In particular, there exist
SDPs with m constraints in which every matrix that satisfies all the constraints exactly must have
√
rank of order at least m. However, if one allows the linear constraints in a given SDP to be
satisfied only approximately, then it is possible to find a solution matrix whose rank is much
√
smaller than O( m). We refer the reader to [65] for details.
3) The results mentioned in this section merely provide sufficient conditions for SDR tightness. As
such, there are cases in which SDR tightness can be attained under different conditions. For example,
if each Ai follows the structure
Ai = ai aH
i
ai = [ 1, ejφi , . . . , ej(n−1)φi ]T

for some angle φi ∈ [0, 2π), then a rank-one solution exists for SDR for any m [15]. Another example is in MIMO detection, where SDR tightness can be shown to occur with high probability [59],
[61], [63], [79].
VIII. A PPLICATION : S ENSOR N ETWORK L OCALIZATION
Let us now consider another practical problem to which the SDR technique can be applied, namely, the
sensor network localization (SNL) problem. Although the SNL problem is computationally intractable,
it can be relaxed to an SDP. Moreover, simulation results showed that it can often produce high quality
solutions. Before we delve into the details, let us first briefly describe and motivate the SNL problem.
In recent years, the deployment of large-scale wireless sensor networks has become increasingly
common. These networks are often used to collect location-dependent data, such as motion at various
points of a monitored area, temperature at various locations of a habitat, etc. In most applications,
however, the sensors are deployed in an ad-hoc fashion. Moreover, it is often impractical or infeasible to
equip every sensor with a location device (such as GPS). Thus, the actual locations of individual sensors
may not be known, and we need to deduce them from some other information. One common approach
is to use the so-called communication graph of the sensors. Specifically, consider a graph in which
the nodes represent sensors, and an edge between two nodes indicates that the corresponding sensors
can communicate with each other. We assume that the distance between two sensors can be measured
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whenever they can communicate with each other3 . To add some flexibility to the model, we allow for
the possibility that the locations of some of the sensors are given. These sensors will be referred to as
anchors in the sequel. Under the above setting, our goal is to determine the coordinates of the sensors
in, say R2 , so that the distances induced by those coordinates match the measured distances. Formally,
let Vs = {1, . . . , n} and Va = {n + 1, . . . , n + m} be the sets of sensors and anchors, respectively.
Let Ess and Esa be the sets of sensor-sensor and sensor-anchor edges, respectively. To fix ideas and
keep our exposition simple, suppose for now that the measured distances {dij : (i, j) ∈ Ess } and

{d¯ij : (i, j) ∈ Esa } are noise-free. Then, the SNL problem becomes that of finding x1 , . . . , xn ∈ R2

such that
kxi − xj k22 = d2ij ,

kai − xj k22 = d¯2ij ,

(i, j) ∈ Ess

(34)

(i, j) ∈ Esa

In general, Problem (34) is difficult to solve, as the quadratic constraints in it are nonconvex. Indeed, the
problem of determining the feasibility of (34) is NP-hard [81]. However, one can derive a computationally
efficient SDR of Problem (34) as follows. First, observe that
kxi − xj k22 = xTi xi − 2xTi xj + xTj xj

In particular, we see that kxi − xj k22 is linear in the inner products xTi xi , xTi xj and xTj xj . Hence, we
may write
kxi − xj k22 = (ei − ej )T X T X(ei − ej ) = Tr(Eij X T X),

where ei ∈ Rn is the i-th unit vector, Eij = (ei − ej )(ei − ej )T ∈ Rn×n , and X is a 2 × n matrix
whose i-th column is xi . In a similar fashion, we have
kai − xj k22 = aTi ai − 2aTi xj + xTj xj .

Although the term aTi xj is linear only in xj , we may homogenize it and write

T 


a
I
X
a
i
2
i
 

 = Tr(M̄ij Z)
kai − xj k22 = 
ej
XT XT X
ej
where


M̄ij = 
3

ai
ej




ai
ej

T




and Z = 

I2

X

XT

XT X





=

I2
XT




I2
XT

T

 .

(35)

This can be achieved using, e.g., the arrival time or difference in arrival time of the signal, the received signal strength, or

angle of arrival measurements (see, e.g., [80])
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Now, observe that Z ∈ R(n+2)×(n+2) as given in (35) is a rank 2 positive semidefinite matrix whose
upper left 2 × 2 block is constrained to be an identity matrix. The latter can be expressed as three linear
constraints (i.e., linear in the entries of Z ). Moreover, using the Schur complement, it is not hard to
show that any rank 2 positive semidefinite matrix Z ∈ R(n+2)×(n+2) whose upper left 2 × 2 block is an
identity matrix must have the form given in (35) for some X ∈ R2×n . Thus, upon letting


0 0
,
Mij = 
0 Eij
we see that Problem (34) is equivalent to the following rank constrained SDP:
find Z
s.t. Tr(Mij Z) = d2ij ,
Tr(M̄ij Z) = d¯2ij ,

(i, j) ∈ Ess
(i, j) ∈ Esa

(36)

Z1:2,1:2 = I2 ,
Z  0,

rank(Z) = 2

In particular, by dropping the rank constraint from (36), we obtain an SDR of Problem (34).
Now, if we solve the SDR of Problem (34) and obtain a rank r solution Z , then we can extract from it a
set of r -dimensional coordinates for the sensors such that those coordinates satisfy the distance constraints
[35]. In fact, if the solution Z is of rank 2, then we can extract the two-dimensional coordinates of the
sensors directly from the X portion of the matrix Z (see (35)). For other interesting theoretical properties
of the above SDR, we refer the reader to [33], [35], [82].
So far our discussion has focused on the case where the measured distances are noise-free. However,
in practice, the measured distances are usually corrupted by noise (say, by an additive Gaussian noise). In
this case, we are interested in finding a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the sensors’ coordinates.
Although the MLE problem is difficult to solve in general, one can derive an SDR of it using techniques
similar to those introduced in this section. We refer the reader to [33], [83], [84] for details.
To demonstrate the power of the SDR approach, we applied it to a randomly generated network of 45
sensors and 5 anchors over the unit square [−0.5, 0.5]2 . The connectivity of the network is determined
by the so-called unit disk graph model. Specifically, we assume that a pair of devices can communicate
with each other if the distance between them is at most 0.3. Furthermore, we assume that the measured
distances are corrupted by a Gaussian noise with small variance, say 0.01.
In Fig. 10(a) we show the positions of the sensors as computed by the SDP, as well as the trajectories
of a gradient search procedure after initializing it with the SDP solution. We use circles (◦) to denote the
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true positions of the sensors and diamonds (♦) to denote the positions of the anchors. The initial positions
of the sensors as computed by the SDP are denoted by stars (∗), and the tail end of a trajectory gives
the computed position of a sensor after 50 iterations of the gradient search procedure. As can be seen
from the figure, the final computed positions of the sensors are very close to the true positions. For the
purpose of comparison and to demonstrate the high quality of the SDP solution, we show in Fig. 10(b)
the trajectories of the gradient search procedure when it is initialized by a random starting point. As can
be seen from the figure, even after 50 iterations, the computed positions of the sensors are still nowhere
close to the true positions.
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(b) Gradient search initialized by a random starting point

Refinement through a gradient search method for a 50 node network

Before we leave this section, we should mention that the SDR technique can also be applied to
the source localization problem (see, e.g., [85], [86]), which is well-studied in the signal processing
community and may be considered as a special case of the sensor network localization problem. In that
problem, one is given noisy distance measurements from one sensor to a number of anchors, and the
goal is to determine the MLE of the sensor position. For various SDR-based approaches to this problem,
we refer the reader to [84], [87]–[90].
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IX. C ONCLUSION

AND

D ISCUSSION

In this paper we have provided a general, comprehensive coverage of the SDR technique, from its
practical deployments, scope of applicability, to key theoretical results. We have also showcased several
representative applications, namely MIMO detection, sensor network localization, and B1 shimming in
MRI; while another important application, downlink transmit beamforming, is described in a separate
article in this special issue [32]. This paper is unable to further cover the many other applications of SDR,
although we have done our best to illustrate the key intuitive ideas that resulted in those applications. We
hope that this introductory paper would serve as a good starting point for readers to consider applying
SDR in their applications, and to locate specific references either in applications or theory.
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